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WHAT COOKIES ARE AND WHAT 

THEY ARE USED FOR 

1. A cookie is a small text file created when you visit 

a Web page through your internet browser, which 

will be stored on your device (mobile or computer). 

2. The cookie file collects and contains information 

related to your behaviour, actions, and preferences 

on the web page you are visiting, such as which 

language you choose. 

3. This website thus remembers information about 

your preferences and applies it in all your future 

visits to this page. This will give you a simpler, 

faster, and more personalized browsing experience 

on the MCA website.  

4. Except for cookies strictly necessary for the 

provision of the web service, cookies will only be 

collected if you consent freely and expressly to 

such collection. 

 
TYPES OF COOKIES USED 

As to its origin: 

Own cookies are cookies collected by the website 

visited – in this case, all cookies collected by MCA 

through the website www.mcagroup.com. 

Third-party cookies are cookies collected by websites 

other than the one you are visiting. For example: 

When you watch a YouTube video through the MCA 

website, YouTube may create and store cookies. 

MCA does not control the use of third-party cookies, 

so we recommend that you 

 

 

your cookie policy before consenting to the collection 

of third-party cookies. 

 

Its validity: 

Session cookies are temporary files that will be deleted 

as soon as you leave the web page or close the 

browser you are using. 

Persistent cookies are cookies that will remain on your 

device until they reach their expiration date (which 

may be days, months, or years) or even delete cookies 

from your browser (by deleting your history, for 

example). 

 

Its purpose: 

Strictly necessary cookies are cookies necessary for the 

operation of the website. Without these cookies, the 

services required by the user (website visitor) cannot 

be provided. 

Analytical cookies collect information about the use of 

the website. They allow you to analyze statistics (such 

as the number of website visits), measure user behavior 

(such as time spent on a page) and monitor website 

performance and efficiency. 

Functionality cookies are cookies that store the user's 

preferences regarding the website's content, such as 

the language or views of the page.  Thus, if you 

consent to the collection of these cookies, the settings 

you set on the first visit to the site will be replicated in 

the following visits. 

 

HOW YOU CAN MANAGE COOKIES 

You may restrict, block, or delete cookies from this 

website at any time by changing the configuration 

http://www.mcagroup.com/
http://www.mcagroup.com/
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your browser and following the steps indicated. 

Mozilla Firefox here. 

Google Chrome here. 

Microsoft Edge here. 

Safari here. 

Opera here. 

 
In addition, you can customize the collection of 

cookies by allowing or rejecting each cookie 

category individually. 

Finally, if you have consented to the collection of 

some or all categories of cookies, you may 

withdraw it at any time. 

 
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 

Regarding this cookie policy and the security of your 

data in general, you can ask any question to the MCA 

Data Protection Officer (DPO) via e-mail 

dpo@mcagroup.com. 

For more information on the treatment of personal 

data please refer to our Privacy Policy. 

 
Date of last update: 11/07/2022 

https://support.mozilla.org/pt-BR/kb/limpe-cookies-e-dados-de-sites-no-firefox
https://support.google.com/chrome/answer/95647?hl=pt&co=GENIE.Platform%3DDesktop
https://support.microsoft.com/pt-pt/topic/ver-cookies-no-microsoft-edge-a7d95376-f2cd-8e4a-25dc-1de753474879
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